
#!/bin/bash 
 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
# This function allows sending information log both to the log file and to 
# the consolle 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
 
log_line() { 
 
    echo -n -e "$(date) - $IP_src - $*$nl">> $log_file 
    echo "$(date "+%F - %X") - $IP_src - $*" 
 
} 
 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
# This function allows sending information about the download via e-mail 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
 
send_mail(){ 
 
    if [ $mail ]; then 
 echo -e "${2}" | email -s "${1}" $3 & 
    fi 
 
} 
 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
# This script can be called by the script listener.sh with some params 
# -v: Verbose, to display more messages in the consolle (not yet implemented) 
# -m: To activate the notification via e-mail 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
 
while getopts ":vm:" opt; do 
    case "${opt}" in 



        v) 
            verbose=true 
            ;; 
        m) 
            mail=true 
     mail_rcpt=${OPTARG} 
            ;; 
 *) 
     echo "Invalid call to download.sh" 
     exit 1 
     ;; 
    esac 
done 
shift $((OPTIND-1)) 
 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
# Read the parameters sent by the camera and assign some variables. 
# The user specified below must exist within the camera configuration. 
# Such a user needs to have the rights to use the CGI's and the Setup Menu. 
# In other words the user doesn't need to be Admin. 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
# Assignement                                                # Examples 
 
nl="\r\n"                                                    # for logging 
IP_src=$1                                                    # 192.168.0.1 
IP_fac_dot=$2                                                # 10.14.54.23 
IP_fac=$(echo $IP_fac_dot | tr '.' '_' | tr -d '\n\r')       # 10_14_54_23 
cam_name=$(echo $3 | tr -d '\n\r')                           # Bus563-cam1 
date_num=$(date --rfc-3339=date)                             # 2014-09-11 
user=script 
pwd=script 
port=80 
archive_dir=/cygdrive/c/archive/${cam_name}_${IP_fac} 
#archive_dir=archive/${cam_name}_${IP_fac} 
log_file=logs/bus.log 
subject="Camera ${cam_name} - IP: ${IP_src}" 
body="Camera name: ${cam_name}\nFactory address: ${IP_fac_dot}\nEthernet 
address: ${IP_src}\n\n" 
max_range=49 
 



# 
===================================================================
===== 
# Checks whether there is an ongoing download for the current camera. If 
# there is one reject the second call and wait for the first download to 
# finish. The file $IP_fac_tail.jpg will be deleted once the download is 
# complete allowing thus for a new call of the present script. 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
 
if [ -e tmp/${IP_fac}_tail.jpg ]; then 
    log_line "Download already in progress" 
    exit 0 
fi 
 
log_line "Download triggered by $cam_name" 
 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
# Create the tmp folder if it doesn't exist already 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
 
if [ ! -d tmp ] ; then  
    mkdir -p tmp 
    log_line "Directory tmp created" 
fi 
 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
# Create the archive folders for the camera if it doesn't exist already 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
 
if [ ! -d $archive_dir ] ; then  
    mkdir -p $archive_dir 
    log_line "Directory $archive_dir created" 
fi 
 



# 
===================================================================
===== 
# Connect to the camera to download the image of the first event stored 
# onto the camera's current File Server (SD card, NAS, etc...). Then 
# extract the event number and the epoc time of the TAIL event from the 
# header of the JPEG file. 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
 
wget -q --retry-connrefused --tries=3 
"http://${IP_src}:${port}/control/event.jpg?sequence=tail" --http-user="${user}" --http-
passwd="${pwd}" -O "tmp/${IP_fac}_tail.jpg" 
 
# If wget returns an error (return code != 0) then exit 
 
ret=$? 
if [ $ret != 0 ] ; then 
    log_line "Impossible to download tail image." 
    # exit 1 
fi 
 
# Extract sequence number and epoc time from the image's header 
 
tail_seq=$(awk -F= '$1 == "ENO" {print $2}' tmp/${IP_fac}_tail.jpg) 
tail_time=$(awk -F= '$1 == "TIT" {print int($2)}' tmp/${IP_fac}_tail.jpg) 
 
# If sequence number or epoc time are null then set them to 0 
 
if [ -z "${tail_seq}" -o -z "${tail_time}" ]; then 
     
    log_line "Tail sequence missing." 
    read tail_seq tail_time <<< "0 0" 
 
fi 
 
log_line "Tail sequence: ${tail_seq} - Tail epoc: ${tail_time}" 
 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
# Connect to the camera to download the image of the last event stored 
# onto the camera's current File Server (SD card, NAS, etc...). Then 
# extract the event number and the epoc time of the HEAD event from the 
# header of the JPEG file. 



# 
===================================================================
===== 
 
wget -q "http://${IP_src}:${port}/control/event.jpg?sequence=head" --http-user="${user}" 
--http-passwd="${pwd}" -O "tmp/${IP_fac}_head.jpg" 
 
# If wget returns an error (return code != 0) then clear tmp folder and exit 
 
ret=$? 
if [ $ret != 0 ] ; then 
    log_line "Impossible to download head image." 
    # rm -f tmp/${IP_fac}_{tail,head}.jpg 
    # exit 1 
fi 
 
# Extract sequence number and epoc time from the image's header 
 
head_seq=$(awk -F= '$1 == "ENO" {print $2}' tmp/${IP_fac}_head.jpg) 
head_time=$(awk -F= '$1 == "TIT" {print int($2)}' tmp/${IP_fac}_head.jpg) 
 
# If sequence number or epoc time are null then set them to 0 
 
if [ -z "${head_seq}" -o -z "${head_time}" ]; then 
 
    log_line "Head sequence missing." 
    read head_seq head_time <<< "0 0" 
 
fi 
 
log_line "Head sequence: ${head_seq} - Head epoc: ${head_time}" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
while true; do 
     



    # 
===================================================================
===== 
    # Test whether the bookmark for the current camera exists or not. If it 
    # exists we can extract the information of the last downloaded event from  
    # the bookmark. If doesn't exist we will assign the variable book_time an 
    # inconsistent epoc time so that the program will download the entire 
    # content of the SD card and it will replace the bookmark. 
    # 
===================================================================
===== 
 
    if [ -e "bookmarks/${IP_fac}_head.jpg" ]; then 
 
 book_seq=$(awk -F= '$1 == "ENO" {print $2}' bookmarks/${IP_fac}_head.jpg) 
 book_time=$(awk -F= '$1 == "TIT" {print int($2)}' bookmarks/${IP_fac}_head.jpg) 
 
    else 
         
 book_seq=$head_seq 
 book_time=$(( $head_time + 1 )) 
 log_line "Bookmark not found. Creating new bookmark." 
  
    fi 
 
    if [ -z "${book_seq}" -o -z "${book_time}" ]; then 
 
 log_line "Bookmark sequence missing." 
 read book_seq book_time <<< "0 0" 
 
    fi 
 
    log_line "Book sequence: ${book_seq} - Book epoc: ${book_time}" 
 
    # 
===================================================================
===== 
    # With this procedure we want to test the consistency of the information 
    # stored into the bookmark. An inconsisten bookmark will cause the program 
    # to download the entire content of the SD card. There are several causes 
    # for an inconsistent bookmark, here are some examples: 
    # 1. The SD card has been formatted/replaced after the first download 
    # 2. Some events have been overwritten before they were downloaded 
    # 3. The camera clock has been set to a time in the past 
    # This procedure assigns the variables head_seq and tail_seq the right 
    # values to start the download. 



    # 
===================================================================
===== 
 
    if [ "$book_seq" == "$head_seq" ]; then 
 if [ "$book_time" == "$head_time" ]; then 
     # Sequence number and sequence time of the last event on the camera 
     # (head) are exactly the same as the ones stored into the bookmark. 
     # This means there are no new events to download. 
     head_seq=$(( $tail_seq - 1 )) 
 else 
     # Head sequence number and Bookmark sequence number are the same but 
     # Head sequence time and Bookmark sequence time are different. This 
     # is an extremely rare condition that can occour when: 
     # 1. the bookmark's epoc time has been manipulated 
     # 2. the SD card has been formatted and the head sequence number is 
     #    the same as the one stored into the bookmark (extremely rare) 
     # 3. the event counter within the camera exceeded the max number of 
     #    events (999999) and the head sequence number is the same as the 
     #    one stored into the bookmark. (extremely rare) 
     # 4. the bookmark does not exist and its epoc time has been 
     #    intentionally modified by the current script to force a complete 
     #    download of the content of the SD card. 
     log_line "Bookmark not found or inconsistent." 
 fi 
    else 
 if [ "$tail_seq" -le "$book_seq" -a "$book_seq" -lt "$head_seq" ]; then 
     if [ "$tail_time" -le "$book_time" -a "$book_time" -lt "$head_time" ]; then 
  # The bookmark is consistent; its sequence number gets incremented 
  # by 1 so that the download will start from the very next event. 
  # This avoids that the same event or sequence range gets downloaded 
  # twice. 
  tail_seq=$(( $book_seq + 1 )) 
     else 
  # Bookmark's sequence number is consistent but its sequence time 
  # is not. This condition can occour when: 
  # 1. the bookmark's epoc time has been manipulated 
  # 2. the SD card has been formatted after the script has store a 
  #    bookmark for the current camera. 
  # 3. the event counter within the camera exceeded the max number of 
  #    events (999999) 
  log_line "Sequence number inconsistent. Erasing bookmark." 
     fi 
 else 
     # Bookmark's sequence number is inconsistent This can happen, for  
     # instance, when the SD card was formatted after the script had stored 



     # a bookmark for this camera. 
     log_line "Bookmark inconsistent. Erasing bookmark." 
 fi 
    fi 
 
    # 
===================================================================
===== 
    # Check the the values of head and tail sequence numbers. If HEAD is 
    # greater than TAIL we will launch the download and when it's done we will 
    # check che consistency of the .tar file. To avoid the download of huge 
    # files we split the download in several files containing up to $max_range 
    # sequences. Recommendation: no more than 200 sequences at a time. 
    # If HEAD is less than TAIL than there are nit means that there are no new 
    # sequences to download. In this case HEAD < TAIL is not a mistake; 
    # remember that TAIL is BOOK + 1! 
    # 
===================================================================
===== 
 
    if [ "$head_seq" -ge "$tail_seq" -a "$head_seq" != "0" ]; then 
 
 cur_head_seq=$head_seq 
 range=$(($head_seq - $tail_seq)) 
 
 # 
===================================================================
= 
 # If the number of sequences to download exceeds the $max_range we 
 # split the download by replacing the head's sequence number  
 # 
===================================================================
= 
  
 if [ $range -ge $max_range ]; then 
 
     cur_head_seq=$(($tail_seq + $max_range)) 
           
     # Add leading zeros to the sequence number (e.g. 123 >> 000123) 
     # Probably this step is superfluous, the camera accepts 123 
     _head_seq=$(printf "%06d" $cur_head_seq) 
      
     # Replace the head file within the tmp folder. If the download 
     # is successful we will move this file into the bookmarks folder 



     wget -q --retry-connrefused --tries=3 
"http://${IP_src}:${port}/control/event.jpg?sequence=${_head_seq}" --http-user="${user}" 
--http-passwd="${pwd}" -O "tmp/${IP_fac}_head.jpg" 
 
     ret=$? 
     if [ $ret != 0 ] ; then 
  log_line "Impossible to download head image." 
  rm -f tmp/${IP_fac}_{tail,head}.jpg 
  exit 1 
     fi 
 
 # 
===================================================================
= 
 # If the number of sequences to download is less then  $max_range we 
 # don't have to touch the head sequence number. 
 # 
===================================================================
= 
 
 else 
 
     # Add leading zeros to the sequence number (e.g. 123 >> 000123) 
     # Probably this step is superfluous, the camera accepts 123 
     _head_seq=$(printf "%06d" $cur_head_seq) 
 
     # Replace the head file within the tmp folder. If the download 
     # is successful we will move this file into the bookmarks folder 
     wget -q --retry-connrefused --tries=3 
"http://${IP_src}:${port}/control/event.jpg?sequence=${_head_seq}" --http-user="${user}" 
--http-passwd="${pwd}" -O "tmp/${IP_fac}_head.jpg" 
 
     ret=$? 
     if [ $ret != 0 ] ; then 
  log_line "Impossible to download head image." 
  rm -f tmp/${IP_fac}_{tail,head}.jpg 
  exit 1 
     fi 
 fi 
 
 
 # Add leading zeros to the sequence numbers (e.g. 123 >> 000123) 
 _tail_seq=$(printf "%06d" $tail_seq) 
 # cur_head_seq=$(printf "%06d" $cur_head_seq) 
 
 



 
 
  
 
 # 
===================================================================
=== 
 # Changes to have a file name as follows 
 # YYYY-MM-DD_hh-mm___YYYY-MM-DD_hh-mm.tar 
 # 
===================================================================
=== 
  
 # download the tail image to extract the epoc time 
 wget -q --retry-connrefused --tries=3 
"http://${IP_src}:${port}/control/event.jpg?sequence=${_tail_seq}" --http-user="${user}" --
http-passwd="${pwd}" -O "tmp/${IP_fac}_cur_tail.jpg" 
  
 # Extract the epoc time from tail and head images 
 cur_tail_time=$(awk -F= '$1 == "TIT" {print int($2)}' tmp/${IP_fac}_cur_tail.jpg) 
 cur_head_time=$(awk -F= '$1 == "TIT" {print int($2)}' tmp/${IP_fac}_head.jpg) 
   
 # Convert timestamps from epoc time to YYYY-MM-DD--hh-mm 
 tail_time_rfc=$(date -d @${cur_tail_time} "+%F_%H-%M") 
 head_time_rfc=$(date -d @${cur_head_time} "+%F_%H-%M") 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 log_line "Downloading sequences from $tail_seq to $cur_head_seq ($tail_time_rfc 
- $head_time_rfc)"  
 
 # The script will try to download the .tar file up to 3 times 
  
 cnt=0 
 while [ $cnt -lt 3 ]; do 
      
     # Download of the specified sequence range. The output file will be 
     # saved into the archive folder with the following name pattern: 
     # YYYY-MM-DD_hh-mm___YYYY-MM-DD_hh-mm.ta 
      



     # send_mail "${subject}" "${body}Download of file 
${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar (sequence range ${_tail_seq} - ${_head_seq}) 
started..." $mail_rcpt 
     wget -q --retry-connrefused --tries=3 --connect-timeout=10 
"http://${IP_src}:${port}/control/events.tar?TailEvent=${_tail_seq}&HeadEvent=${_head_
seq}&download=NoResize&story=yes&download_type=tar&action_download=Computer
+locale" --http-user="${user}" --http-passwd="${pwd}" -O 
"${archive_dir}/${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar" 
      
     # Check the return value of wget to detect errors 
      
     ret=$? 
     if [ $ret != 0 ]; then 
  log_line wget error: $ret 
  log_line "Download failed. No further attempts will be made." 
  cnt=3 
  break 
     fi 
      
     # .tar file consistency check 
      
     if tar tf "${archive_dir}/${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar" &> /dev/null; then 
     # Alternative (more reliable but time consuming 
     # if tar t0f "${archive_dir}/${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar" &> /dev/null; 
then 
  log_line "Consistency check OK"  
  break 
     fi 
 
     # Consistency chech failed, we need to download the file again but 
     # first we rename the corrupted file with the suffix CORRUPTED-# 
 
     attempt=$(($cnt + 1)) 
     mv ${archive_dir}/${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar 
${archive_dir}/${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}-CORRUPTED-${attempt}.tar 
     log_line "TAR consistency check: FAILED. (Attempt: $attempt)" 
     log_line "File ${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar renamed to 
${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}-CORRUPTED-${attempt}.tar" 
     send_mail "${subject}" "${body}TAR concistency check failed. 
${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar, if present, may be corrupted." $mail_rcpt 
     cnt=$(( $cnt + 1 )) 
      
 done   
 
 if [ $cnt -ge 3 ]; then 
 



     log_line "Impossible to download the file / Possible file corrupted" 
     send_mail "${subject}" "${body}Download failed. File 
${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar, if present, may be corrupted or incomplete. No 
further attempts will be made." $mail_rcpt 
 
 else 
      
     # .tar consistency check passed. Calculate the file size and  
            # replace the bookmark with the head file located in the tmp folder 
 
     actualsize=$(du -k "${archive_dir}/${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar" | cut -
f 1) 
 
     # It can happen that the consistency check returns a positive value but 
     # the .tar achive doesn't contain any sequences. For this reason it's 
     # always better check the size of the file. If it is less then 100 KB 
     # we can assume the archive is actually empty and the file needs to be 
     # downloaded again. 
      
     if [ $actualsize -ge 100 ]; then 
   
  log_line "Download of file ${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar OK!" 
  cp -f tmp/${IP_fac}_head.jpg bookmarks 
  # send_mail "${subject}" "${body}Download of file 
${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar successfully completed. File size: ${actualsize} 
KB" $mail_rcpt 
   
     else 
 
  log_line "File ${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar empty." 
  send_mail "${subject}" "${body}File ${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar 
too small (File size: ${actualsize} KB). The file will be deleted." $mail_rcpt 
  rm -f ${archive_dir}/${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar 
  log_line "File ${tail_time_rfc}___${head_time_rfc}.tar deleted." 
 
     fi 
   
 fi 
 
    else 
  
 log_line "No new events to download" 
 # send_mail "${subject}" "${body}No new events to download." $mail_rcpt 
 break 
 
    fi 



 
done 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
# Delete the tmp files from the tmp folder so that a new download can take 
# place, then terminate the script. 
# 
===================================================================
===== 
 
rm -f tmp/${IP_fac}_{tail,head}.jpg 
 
exit 0 
 


